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Venice Pumping Plant Dual Force Main Project Draft EIR

CIRCULATION, TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION
Environmental Setting

EXISTING STREET SYSTEM
The regional freeway and highway system serving the project alignment area is depicted in Figure 5.4-1.
Primary regional access to the project site is provided by the Marina Freeway (SR 90), the San Diego
Freeway (I-405), the Santa Monica Freeway (I-10) and the Glenn M. Anderson Freeway (I-105). SR 90
runs northeast of the VPP site along a diagonal east of Marina Del Rey. Access to the site from SR 90
can be obtained from Admiralty Way or Lincoln Boulevard. I-10 runs in an east/west direction in the
northern portion of the study area approximately 4 miles north of the Ballona Creek, and I-105 runs
east/west about 3 miles south of the Ballona Creek. Both I-10 and I-105 connect with I-405 to the north
and south, respectively.
The main streets carrying project-related construction traffic (both worker trips and truck trips) to the
construction pits or zones would be:
Venice and Marina Del Rey Areas –Lincoln Boulevard (SR 1), Washington Boulevard, Venice
Boulevard (SR 187), Via Marina, Via Dolce, Pacific Avenue, and Hurricane Street adjacent to the VPP.
Westchester/Playa Del Rey Areas - Vista Del Mar, Culver Boulevard, Jefferson Boulevard, Pershing
Drive, Westchester Parkway, Manchester Avenue, and Pacific Avenue.
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ubregional and local access and circulation opportunities. These facilities generally provide two to four
travel lanes and allow parking on one side of the street. The physical characteristics and functional
classifications for the above key streets in the project alignment area are summarized in Appendix E of
this EIR. In addition, an inventory of the existing on-street parking supply along Pacific Avenue in the
vicinity of the VPP and along the project alternative alignments both north and south of the Ballona
Creek/Marina Del Rey Channels can also be found in Appendix E.
EXISTING TRAFFIC VOLUMES AND LEVELS OF SERVICE
Twenty-three roadway segments and nine intersections in the vicinity of project alignment alternatives
were analyzed in the project study area. New daily roadway traffic machine counts and morning and
afternoon intersection peak hour traffic volumes (the highest 1-hour period between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m.
and between 4:00 and 6:00 p.m.) were conducted in July 2005 and are included in Appendix E. The
volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratio and corresponding LOS of each segment was calculated. A capacity of
800 vehicles per lane per hour (vplph) was used on Major Arterials (Class II), 750 vplph for secondary
arterials, 650 vplph for collectors, 600 vplph for local streets. In accordance with Los Angeles
Department of Transportation (LADOT) practices, a 7 percent increase in capacity was assumed on major
and secondary street segments to reflect the benefits of the existing Automated Traffic Surveillance and
Control (ATSAC) system. Detailed assessment of the existing operating conditions at these 23 roadway
segments and the LOS definitions for roadway segments are included in Appendix E. All but two of the
23 analyzed directional street segments in the project study area are currently operating at LOS D or
better during morning and afternoon peak hours, the exceptions being Nicholson Street between Culver
Boulevard and Pershing Drive, and Culver Boulevard east of Nicholson Street in the Playa Vista area
south of the Ballona Creek (#5 and #6, respectively, in Figure 5.4-1).
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Figure 5.4-1
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Of the nine analyzed intersections, three are located in the Marina Del Rey area and six are located south
of the Ballona Creek. Seven intersections are currently controlled by traffic signals. The intersections of
Vista Del Mar/Pacific Avenue and Pershing Drive/Cabora Drive are stop-controlled intersections. In
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Research Board, 1980) method of intersection capacity analysis was used to determine the intersection
V/C ratio and corresponding LOS for the turning movements and intersection characteristics at the seven
signalized study intersections. The Computer Assisted Level of Service Calculations and Database
(CALCADB) software developed by LADOT was used to implement the Critical Movement Analysis
(CMA) methodology. The ranges of V/C ratios and corresponding LOS for signalized intersections are
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vehicle delay (in seconds) and the corresponding LOS for the two stop-controlled study intersections.
The LOS definitions for the stop-controlled intersections are included in Appendix E. Detailed assessment
of the existing operating conditions at the nine intersections, including the V/C ratio or delay (in seconds)
and corresponding LOS at each of the study intersections during the morning and afternoon peak hour can
be found in Appendix E. Six of the nine analyzed intersections currently operate at acceptable levels of
service (LOS D or better) during both peak periods. The exceptions are the two signalized intersections of
Lincoln Boulevard/Washington Boulevard and Pershing Drive/Nicholson Street/Culver Boulevard, and
the stop-controlled intersection of Pershing Drive/Cabora Drive.
EXISTING TRANSIT SYSTEM
Public transit services operating in the Marina Del Rey and Playa Del Rey area include the Los Angeles
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) system, Los Angeles Department of
Transportation Commuter Express (CE), Culver City Bus, and the Santa Monica City Big Blue Bus. The
routes that serve the Project area are shown in Figure 5.4-2. Bus routes and their frequencies during the
morning (7-9 a.m.) and afternoon (4-6 p.m.) peak periods are detailed as follows:
Line 108 –Line 108 is a local east/west line that travels from Pico Rivera to Marina Del Rey. Limitedstop Line 358 travels during the peak hours. These lines run primarily along Slauson Avenue and serve
the Metro Blue Line Slauson Station and the Westfield Shoppingtown Fox Hills Transit Center. They
travel along Centinela Avenue, Mindanao Way, Admiralty Way, Via Marina, Pacific Avenue, and
Washington Boulevard. Both lines have stops on Via Marina and Pacific Avenue adjacent to the project
area. Line 358 has an average a.m. and p.m. peak hour headway of 25 minutes, whereas Line 108
provides average midday headway of 40 minutes.
Line 115 is an east/west local line that travels primarily along Manchester Boulevard and Firestone
Boulevard connecting Playa Del Rey and Norwalk and serves the Metro Blue Line Firestone Station and
Metro Green Line I-105/I-605 Station. In the vicinity of the Project, this line travels along Manchester
Avenue and serves a loop route starting from Pershing Drive, Culver Boulevard, Pacific Avenue, Vista
Del Mar, and returning back to Pershing Drive. Line 115 has average a.m. and p.m. peak hour headways
of 30 minutes and 40 minutes.
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Line 220 –Line 220 is a north/south local service that travels along Robertson Boulevard, Culver
Boulevard, Pershing Drive, and Imperial Highway, connecting West Hollywood and LAX. In the vicinity
of the Project, this line serves a loop route starting from Culver Boulevard, Esplanade, Pacific Avenue,
Convoy Street and returning back to Culver Boulevard. Line 220 has an average headway of 60 minutes
throughout the day.
LADOT CE 437 –This LADOT commuter express line serves the communities of Venice, Marina Del
Rey, Mar Vista, and Culver City and travels along Santa Monica Freeway (I-10) to connect them with
downtown Los Angeles. In the vicinity of the project, this line travels along Admiralty Way and Via
Marina and terminates at Pacific Avenue and Washington Boulevard. This line provides average a.m. and
p.m. peak hour headways of 25 minutes and 30 minutes.
Culver City Line 1 –This Culver City Bus line travels primarily along Washington Boulevard and
Pacific Avenue, and connects the Venice Beach area, Culver City area, and West Los Angeles transit
center. In the vicinity of the Project, this line has stops at Washington Boulevard and Pacific Avenue,
with 15-minute headways throughout the day.
Santa Monica Line 3/Rapid 3 –Santa Monica Line 3/Rapid 8 travel primarily along Lincoln Boulevard
and connect Santa Monica, Marina Del Rey and LAX. Line 3 provides a 10-minute headway throughout
the day, and Rapid 3 provides additional limited-stop service during peak hours.
NON-MOTORIZED TRANSPORTATION
Biking and walking are non-motorized transportation modes that typically serve shorter trips than do
motorized travel modes. In the VPP area, bikeways facilitate and encourage this mode of non-motorized
transportation. According to LADOT, Class I bikeways are separate off-street paths, Class II bikeways
are striped lanes within streets, and Class III bikeways are signed bicycle routes. The existing bicycle
network in the vicinity of the project area is depicted in Appendix E. Pedestrian access at and near public
transit, in local commercial and residential areas is facilitated by sidewalks, which are present on most
streets.

5.4.2

Thresholds of Significance

The Draft Los Angeles CEQA Thresholds Guide presents traffic impact significance thresholds applicable
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thresholds.
TRA-1: A significant impact would occur if the project would permanently increase the V/C ratio of
applicable intersections or street segments beyond the limits established by the City of Los Angeles,
including the V/C ratio along Congestion Management Program (CMP) designated roads. The City has
established operational traffic impact criteria for the assessment of potential impacts of a project on the
local street system after completion and during operation. Those operational standards indicate that a
project is considered to have a significant traffic impact if the increase in V/C ratio attributed to the
project exceeds a specific threshold for each level of service (see Appendix E for the definitions of level
of service for signalized intersections and for unsignalized intersections).
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A sliding scale has been established under which the maximum allowable increase in the V/C ratio
decreases as the V/C ratio increases using the following scale:
V/C Ratio with
Project Traffic

Maximum Allowable
Increase in V/C Ratio

0.701 to 0.800 (LOS C)

<0.040

0.801 to 0.900 (LOS D)

<0.020

0.901 or greater (LOS E or LOS F)

<0.010

Using these criteria, a project would not have a significant impact at an analyzed intersection if it were
operating at LOS A or B after the addition of project operational traffic. Also, a project would not have a
significant impact on an analyzed intersection if it were operating at LOS C and the incremental change in
the V/C ratio were less than 0.04, or if it were operating at LOS D and the incremental change in the V/C
ratio were less than 0.02. If the location were operating at LOS E or F after the addition of project
operational traffic and the incremental change in the V/C ratio were greater than or equal to 0.01, a
project would be considered to have a significant impact.
In addition, based upon discussions with the City staff, the following threshold criteria, set forth in the
Draft L.A. CEQA Threshold Guide (City of Los Angeles, 1998) are used to determine if a project has an
impact at a specific roadway segment for the roadway link-level analysis:
A proposed project would normally have a significant street segment capacity impact if proposed traffic
causes an increase in the V/C ratio on the street segment operating condition after the addition of project
traffic equal or greater than the following:
 V/C ratio increase > 0.080 if final LOS is C
 V/C ratio increase > 0.040 if final LOS is D
 V/C ratio increase > 0.020 if final LOS is E or F

Final LOS is defined as projected future conditions including project, ambient, and related project growth
but without project traffic mitigation.
Although the methodologies and the criteria to calculate V/C ratios for intersections and segments are
intended by LADOT to identify potential traffic impacts during operation, they can also be applied to
construction. During project construction, however, LADOT considers such impacts as adverse but not
significant since, while they introduce inconvenience for vehicular traffic, those impacts are only
temporary.
Where determinations of adverse impacts are made, motorists would experience
inconveniences that range in intensity from slight to substantial.
TRA-2: The project would be considered to have a significant impact if it were to result in bicycle,
pedestrian, or vehicular safety hazards, or if it results in the permanent removal of designated bike lanes
or access points to public transportation.
TRA-3: The project would have a significant impact if it were to permanently eliminate a substantial
amount of on-street or off-street parking.
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Environmental Impacts

This section provides an assessment of the potential transportation impacts and effects associated with
each project alternative, including both motorized and non-motorized transportation. The methodology
used to assess these impacts and a discussion of the regulatory framework is provided. The significance of
impacts is analyzed for each of the alternatives and the No Project alternative. Mitigation to reduce the
impacts associated with each alternative is provided where applicable.
The City of Los Angeles regulations for the following are discussed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Significance of construction-related activities;
Designated truck routes and hours;
Noise restrictions due to construction and excavation activities; and
Construction clearance requirements.

The City of Los Angeles considers construction-related traffic effects adverse but not significant impacts
because such effects, while sometimes inconvenient, are only temporary. Because of this, constructionrelated traffic effects are discussed but are not considered to be significant. Additionally, the City of Los
Angeles requires implementation of Worksite Traffic Control Plans to ensure that any constructionrelated effects are minimized to the greatest extent possible. The City of Los Angeles allows major and
secondary arterials to be used as truck routes. Some local streets, however, have weight limitations or
restrictions that limit truck traffic. Typically, trucks would not travel on these streets except to obtain
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application of its general guidelines.
The new Mayoral Executive Directive No. CP AV-1 (dated August 12, 2005) formalizes the prohibition
on rush hour construction by any city department agency on major roads from 6:00 a.m. to 9 a.m., and
3:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. In recognition of the priority need to protect public health and safety, it is the
intent of the Mayoral Executive Directive that construction activities related to emergency maintenance
and repair are exempted from the rush hour construction ban, and formal traffic mitigation plans shall be
required for projects that receive exemptions. Since the VPP is not related to emergency maintenance or
repair, project construction activities are not exempted from the Mayoral Directive Executive.
The City of Los Angeles restricts the speed limit to 25 mph in construction areas. The City of Los
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 Five-foot clearance between a traffic lane and the nearest vertical obstruction is required. This can be
reduced to 3 feet with the approval of the City.
 Two-foot clearance to a raised curb is required. This can be reduced to zero with the approval of the City.
 A minimum 10-foot-wide traffic lane must be maintained through construction zones.

The minimum taper requirement for channeling traffic flow lanes is 25:1 to 30:1. Factors such as speed
and type of facility, location and other geometric characteristics of the specific roadway under
construction will dictate the actual taper ratio.
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5.4.3.1
Future Cumulative Base Conditions
Future cumulative conditions during construction were evaluated for all street segments where in-street
construction activities associated with Project alignment alternatives analyzed could result in temporary
lane closures. These locations lie along the alignments under consideration for different construction
methods. Although the Project would occur in several stages, it has been assumed that construction
specified at all sites would be performed at any given time between the start and the end of construction
(2008 –2010 with the Pacific Avenue, Via Marina/Marquesas Way roadway alignments and 2008 –2011
with the beach alignment). Therefore, to be conservative, all roadway segments and intersections in the
vicinity of VPP Project area were evaluated for the future year 2011, which corresponds to the Draft EIR
construction timeframe. The street and intersection improvements within the study that are programmed
for implementation by 2011 are identified in Appendix E and were assumed in the analysis of future
conditions.
An application of one percent per year growth factor was used to estimate total ambient growth to 2011.
In addition, information was obtained from LADOT, Culver City and the Los Angeles County
Department of Regional Planning and Department of Public Works Bureau of Engineering regarding
known approved or planned development projects within a 2-mile radius of the project area. A list of
these 10 projects and the estimated trip generation of each and the locations of these projects are
illustrated in Appendix E. These related project volumes were then added to the existing traffic volumes
after the adjustment for area-wide growth to represent cumulative base conditions (i.e., future conditions
without the proposed project), and were analyzed to determine the projected V/C ratios and LOSs for the
23 study segments and nine intersections. Future cumulative base volumes, which represent future no
project traffic conditions at the nine analyzed intersections, and the detailed level of service analysis
results for the nine study intersections and the 23 roadway segments can be found in Appendix E. It is
projected that the same five intersections and the 21 roadway segments that operate at LOS D or better
under the existing conditions would continue to operate at LOS D or better under future cumulative base
conditions.
5.4.3.2
Construction Assumptions
Trip generation estimates that were prepared for each Project alignment alternative estimate for
construction phases were based upon projected staffing and truck activity levels. Future traffic conditions
on these roadway segments prior to construction of the Project alignment alternatives, and the changes
related to construction activities (additional vehicular traffic and reduction of roadway capacity due to the
project), if any, at each of the worksites were evaluated to identify adverse impacts. This traffic analysis
represents a worst-case scenario in that it considers the upper bounds of impacts likely to be experienced
on the street system in the immediate vicinity of each site where in-street construction activities could
result in temporary lane closures and loss of on-street parking at nearby locations.
The development of traffic generation estimates for the proposed Project involves the use of a three-step
process similar to that discussed above for the cumulative projects, including traffic generation,
trip distribution, and traffic assignment. It was assumed that approximately 40 to 50 feet of cutand-cover section would be excavated per day with a maximum depth of 12 feet and a maximum
width of 8 f
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length necessary to accommodate the amount of pipe installed in a single day, whichever is
greater.
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of roadway during the 3-week cycle, as it is more feasible and cost effective to schedule asphalt
paving every 3 weeks rather than every week. The construction zone would also be fully
backfilled at the end of each day or be covered by heavy steel plates adequately braced and
capable of supporting vehicular traffic in those locations, as required by the Wastewater
Specifications.
A construction zone of 1,000 feet would include approximately four blocks of Pacific Avenue on the
north side of the channel. During construction, one-way traffic would be maintained along the west side
of Pacific Avenue (southbound movement), controlled by using the small one-way speedway that runs
parallel to and west of Pacific Avenue. Work on the south side of the channel on Pacific Avenue and
Vista Del Mar would be performed in a similar manner, but the traffic control would be different since
there is only a short segment of Speedway Avenue to provide additional access. It appears appropriate to
assume, therefore, that no more than one travel lane would be blocked on any street segment at any time,
including the clear area beside the actual trench. Although the Project may occur in several stages, it has
been assumed for the purpose of this analysis that construction specified at all sites would be performed at
any given time between the start and end of construction (2008 –2010 for the roadway alignments and
2008 –2011 for the beach alignment). The construction activities are anticipated to occur simultaneously
at two locations as a worst-case scenario.
It is assumed that up to two locations, a tunnel-boring operation near Hurricane Street and one trenched
segment north of the channel or a tunnel-boring operation south of the channel and one trenched segment
south of the channel could be in active construction at once. Traffic impacts associated with the three
north and the two south alignments were evaluated. It is assumed that two independent construction
teams would be involved, one for each of the two construction techniques. One construction team would
be responsible for a 1,800-foot tunnel-boring construction section that crosses beneath the Marina
entrance and Ballona Creek channels and, if necessary, beneath the Grand Canal near Hurricane Street.
Elsewhere along each alignment totaling approximately 8,200 to 8,600 feet, open-trench technique, as
performed by a second construction team, is assumed.
A list of equipment required for the open-trench and the tunnel-boring construction teams was obtained
from the project team. As shown in Table 5.4-1, the total equipment (number and type of equipment)
required for both construction techniques and for each construction segment section at any given time is
approximately 22 vehicles for open-trench and 13 vehicles for tunnel-boring. The number of construction
workers required for both techniques during each construction section was derived based on the estimated
ratio of construction workers to equipment or supplies on site. The ratio of construction workers needed
per piece of equipment was obtained from previous traffic studies for similar projects. Ratios range from
0.8 (minimum) to 1.3 (maximum) workers per piece of equipment.
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Table 5.4-1 Derivation of Project Trip Generation Estimates

Part A. Equipment Required during Open-Trench for the
Large Sewers
Approximate
Equipment
Horsepower
Number
Required

Part B. Equipment Required during Tunnel-Boring
Equipment

Horsepower

Approximate
Number
Required

Part C. Equipment Required during Large (Mined) Tunneling
Equipment

Approximate
Number
Required

Concrete Saw

56

1

Hydraulic Jack

90

1

12 feet O.D. EPB TBM complete with trailing gear, segment, erector

Pavement Breaker

100

1

Crane

300

1

Diesel Locomotives

Pile Driver

100

1

Generator/Air Compressor

45

5

Five-cy Lift-off Muck Cars

Excavator

360

1

Slurry Settling Tank

0

1

Segment Cars

Rubber Tire Loader

110

1

Slurry Pump

0

1

Crane

300

2

Control Trailer

0

1

Backhoe loader/Compactor

100

1

Tunneling Machine

0

1

100-hp fans
24 inch fanline (sufficient to construct the tunnel and vent up the
shafts)
160+/- ton Crane (to lift/set TBM and hoist muck cars)

Generator/Compressor

45

1

Supply Truck

300

1

35 ton RT Crane (to handle segments and load segment cars)

1

Soil Compactor

100

1

Haul Truck/Cement Truck

0

1

1

Asphalt Paver

102

1

N/A

Sweeper

97

1

4-cy FEL (to remove tunnel muck, load trucks, tic)
Office facilities, change houses, electrical substations, and related
equipment (standby generator for pumps)
Pumping system with sump and shaft pumps and stand-by units

Power Tools

N/A

N/A

Rail, ties, water, discharge lines

N/A

Water Truck

92

1

Electrical cable to power TBM and for lights, etc.

Supply Truck

300

1

Haul Truck/Dumper

300

8

Transformers for fans, pumping, lighting
Pipe jumbo or carrier for setting carrier pipe into tunnel once mining is
complete
Small or midsize compressor for air supply

Total # of Equipment

22

Total # of Equipment

13

Minimum Workers on Site [a]

17

Minimum Workers on Site [a]

10

Maximum Workers on Site [a]
Required Truck Loads Per Day for Muck
Removal [b]

28

Required Truck Loads Per Day for supply [c]

5

Maximum Workers on Site [a]
Required Truck Loads Per Day for Muck
Removal [d]
Required Truck Loads Per Day for
Supply [e]

10

T:\2005\29401783\Venice Draft EIR 1-25-06

1
3 (includes
1 spare)
12 (includes
2 spares)
3
3 (1 spare)
1
1

N/A

Total # of Equipment

N/A

17

Crew Size on Site [f]

25

6

Required Truck Loads Per Day for Muck Removal [f]

15

2

Required Truck Loads Per Day for Supply [f]

3
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Note:
[a] The required ratios of number of workers versus number of total equipment are assumed to be 0.8 (minimum) and 1.3 (maximum).
[b] Muck removal per day (1.5 bulking, 50% removed, 50% re-used): 1.5 bulking x 50% x 8 feet x 12 feet x 40 feet /27 = 106 cubic yards. Assuming truck load capacity of 10 cubic yards per truck, a total of 10 trucks loads
per day would be required.
[c] Required truck loads per day for material supply (pipes, concrete, sheetpiles, etc.) assumed five truck loads per day.
[d] Muck removal per day (1.5 bulking, 100% removed): 1.5 bulking x 40 feet x 6 feet x 6 feet x 3.14 /4 /27 = 63 cubic yards. Assuming truck load capacity of 10 cubic yards per truck, a total of six trucks loads per day
would be required. Required truck loads per day for material supply (bentonite, miscellaneous, etc.) assumed two truck loads per day. Therefore, a total of 8 truck round trips per day were estimated during the tunneling
construction.
[e] Required truck loads per day for material supply (bentonite, miscellaneous, etc) assumed two truck loads per day.
[f] A crew of about 20 to 25 would be required for constructing the large tunnel. Assuming an advance rate of 24 feet/8 hour shift, muck removal for a 12-foot-diameter tunnel per day: 1.5 bulking*36*3.14*24/27 = 151
cubic yards. Assuming truck load capacity of 10 cubic yards per truck, a total of 15 truck round trips per mining shift for mucking. Required trucks trips for material supplies assumed three truck round trips per mining
shift per day. Therefore, a total of 18 truck round trips per mining shift per day were estimated during the large (mined) tunneling construction.
Source: Required truck loads were prepared by URS Corporation staff based on the (peak) production rate of 40 feet per day given the prohibition of in-street construction between 6-9 a.m. and 3:30 –7 p.m. (August 22,
2005).
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As indicated, the peak estimate for daily commute workers due to the proposed Project is approximately
28 construction workers for the open-trench method and 17 construction workers for the tunnel-boring
method. With the moderate construction speed of 40 feet per day due to the mayoral construction rush
hour prohibition, the required number of delivery truckloads for materials and supplies was estimated at
five truckloads per day for the open-trench and two truckloads per day for the tunnel-boring. The number
of required truckloads for muck removal was estimated at 10 truck round trips per day for the opentrench, and 6 truck round trips per day for the tunnel-boring methods. Therefore, approximately 15 truck
round trips and 28 construction workers would be needed for each construction section on a daily basis if
the open-trench method was implemented. Approximately 17 construction workers and 8 trucks (or
2 trucks if no muck removal is required) were estimated for the underwater construction section beneath
the two channels on a daily basis.
Using open-trench construction as the basis of comparison, approximately 30 one-way truck trips would
be generated for each construction section if 15 truckloads would be needed on a daily basis. The 30 daily
one-way truck trips were then converted with a passenger car equivalent (PCE) of 2.5 to 75 vehicle trips
since trucks create a greater impact on the capacity of intersections than typical automobiles. Considering
the Mayoral Directive limiting on-street construction work hours, all of the truck trips related to the VPP
Project should only operate from 9:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. (6.5-hour workday). It is also assumed that the
workers would be allowed to arrive before 9 a.m. and leave after 3:30 p.m., so the workers would be
ready to start construction work at 9 a.m. sharp and stop at 3:30 p.m. The only exception would be the
construction truck operations on the beach shafts during the full-length large (mined) alternatives, so that
during the most intense construction period, 100 percent of the construction workers and 10 percent of
truck trips at each site would arrive or depart during the peak hours of adjacent street traffic. Therefore,
none of the estimated 75 PCE daily truck trips would occur during the morning and afternoon peak hour if
the open-trench method were implemented on the street. However, all 28 construction workers would
arrive during the morning peak hour and leave during the afternoon peak hour. As for the tunnel-boring,
using the same trip generation methodology described above, approximately 10 total daily truck trips (in
PCE) would occur for the underwater sewer section, none of which would arrive and leave during the
morning or afternoon peak hour. In addition, 17 construction workers were estimated to be on the site for
the same section, which would generate a total of 34 daily trips (17 inbound trips during the morning and
17 outbound trips during the afternoon peak hour).
The four large-diameter tunneling alternatives with short cut-and-cover segments were evaluated
separately. For these alternatives, a receiving shaft location would be located on the beach west of
Hurricane Street and a launch shaft would be located either on the beach or on LAX property at the
southern end of the alignment. During the most intense phase of tunnel construction, there would be a
25-person crew on site per shift, generating 15 truckloads of soil per day and three supply truck trips per
typical day. Since the majority of the large tunnel construction would occur on the beach shaft site off the
street or outside of the residential area either east or west of Vista Del Mar, it is assumed that construction
truck trips that travel to and from the large tunnel construction shafts would not be affected by the
Mayoral Directive on construction hour prohibition. Assuming the same equipment and crew for the
open-trench method would apply for the cut-and-cover segments, it is assumed that approximately
15 truck round trips and 28 construction workers would be needed at the cut-and-cover section on a daily
basis.
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The above trip generation estimates were derived assuming the presence of two independent construction
groups for each of the two different construction techniques. As the worst-case scenario, it was assumed
that the entire alignment would be constructed simultaneously by two teams of construction workers.
Estimated worker trips and truck trips generated by each construction method were added accordingly, as
shown in Table 5.4-2.
The geographic distribution of the traffic generated by each of the Project build alignments depends on
several factors. These factors include the type and density of the proposed land uses, the geographic
distribution of population from which the construction workers are drawn, the locations of the
construction material suppliers and soil dump sites, and the locations of the shaft sites in relation to their
surrounding street systems and available access to the regional freeway system. The generalized regional
trip distribution applied in the analysis for construction workers is approximately 35 percent to and from
the north, 35 percent to and from the south, 30 percent to and from the east, and negligible traffic to and
from the west. The generalized trip distribution applied in the analysis for construction truck trips is
approximately 35 percent to and from the northwest and 65 percent to and from the southeast. As the
construction material suppliers of concrete and gravel and soil dump sites are located through Los
Angeles and Orange counties, all truck deliveries would travel on the regional freeway networks and
connect to the construction sites from the adjacent freeway ramps. Most of the construction workers
would travel on the regional freeway network, while some portion of them would arrive from the local
street network. Given the difference between the distribution of construction workers and that of truck
trips, specific distribution patterns for each of the Project build alternative alignments were developed for
both the construction worker commute trips and the truck delivery trips. The traffic expected to be
generated by each of the project alignment alternatives, given concurrent construction activities as shown
in Table 5.4-2, was assigned to the street network based on with the application of the generalized trip
distribution. The assignment of construction traffic for each of the 10 project alignment alternatives is
included in Appendix E, including the six combinations of alignments utilizing the open-trench method
and the tunnel-boring method and the four larger full-length tunnel alternative alignments.
The project-generated construction traffic volumes were added to the cumulative base traffic projections,
resulting in the Projected cumulative plus project a.m. and p.m. peak hour traffic volumes. These
cumulative plus project volumes represent projected future weekday peak hour traffic conditions,
including the presence of the construction traffic. The Project-generated construction traffic volumes on
the 23 analyzed roadways and the resulting projected cumulative plus Project peak hour link volumes are
included in Appendix E.
5.4.3.3
Project Impacts
The construction-period impacts for each of the build alternatives are assessed in this section. This
analysis includes general traffic impacts caused by construction traffic and reduction of roadway segment
capacities, if any, and localized impacts related to access, pedestrian movement, bus routes and stops, and
on- and off-street parking in the vicinity of each of the construction sites.
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Table 5.4-2 Project Trip Generation Estimates

Activities

Trip Types

Required Quantity

North Portion: Dockweiler Beach Alignment & Pacific Avenue Alignment
Open-Trench
Truck Deliveries
15 truckloads per day
Construction Workers 28 workers on site per day
Subtotal
Tunnel-boring Construction (one-time TBM Truck Deliveries
2 truckloads per day [b]
removal from receiving shaft; no muck
Construction Workers 17 workers on site per day
removal during tunneling)
Subtotal
Total
North Portion: Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment
Open-Trench
Truck Deliveries
Construction Workers
Muck removal from one jacking shaft during
tunneling across Grand Channel (one-time
TBM removal from receiving shafts; no
muck removal during tunneling)

Truck Deliveries
Construction Workers

Daily
Trips

TRIP GENERATION ESTIMATES [a]
a.m. Peak Hour
p.m. Peak Hour
In
Out
Total
In
Out
Total

75
168
243
10
34
44
287

0
28
28
0
17
17
45

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
28
28
0
17
17
45

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
28
28
0
17
17
45

0
28
28
0
17
17
45

15 truckloads per day
28 workers on site per day
Subtotal
8 truckloads per day [b]
17 workers on site per day
Subtotal

75
56
131
40
34
74

0
28
28
0
17
17

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
28
28
0
17
17

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
28
28
0
17
17

0
28
28
0
17
17

Total

205

45

0

45

0

45

45

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
28
28
0
17
17
45

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
28
28
0
17
17
45

0
28
28
0
17
17
45

South Portion: South Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar Alignment and South Dockweiler Beach and Pacific Avenue Alignment
Open-Trench Construction
Truck Deliveries
15 truckloads per day
75
0
Construction Workers 28 workers on site per day
56
28
Subtotal
131
28
Tunnel-Boring Construction (with muck
Truck Deliveries
8 truckloads per day [c]
40
0
removal from one jacking shaft during
Construction Workers 17 workers on site per day
34
17
tunneling across marina)
Subtotal
74
17
Total
205
45
Full-length Large Diameter Tunnel Alignments
Short Cut-and-Cover [e]
Truck Deliveries
Construction Workers
Large-Diameter Tunneling

Truck Deliveries
Construction Workers

15 truckloads per day
28 workers on site per day
Subtotal
18 truckloads per day [d]
25 workers per shift on site
per day (1 shift per day) [d]
Subtotal
Total

75
56
131
90
50

0
28
28
9
25

0
0
0
9
0

0
28
28
18
25

0
0
0
9
0

0
28
28
9
25

0
28
28
18
25

140
271

34
62

9
9

43
71

9
9

34
62

43
71

Note:
[a] Truck trip assumes 2.5 passenger car equivalent (PCE). Daily truck trips = required daily truckloads *2 trips per truckloads. Except the
off-street full-length large (mi
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indicated that no truck trips would be allowed to arrive or leave construction work zones during the peak periods between 6 to 9 a.m. and
3:30 to 6 p.m. for in-street construction.
[b] The truck delivery trip estimates for muck removal during tunneling were excluded as part of the peak truck trip estimates.
[c] The truck delivery trip estimates for muck removal during tunneling across Grand Canal were included as part of the peak truck trip
estimates.
[d] Required truck deliveries and construction workers trips were development by assuming 25-person crew on site, 15 truckloads of soil per
shift per day, and three supply truck roundtrips per shift per day during the largest (mined) tunneling construction.
[e] Short cut-and-cover method would only be applied to the full-length Dockweiler Beach alignment alternative (on both the north and south
ends) and the Dockweiler Beach to LAX Shaft alignment on the north end along Hurricane Street.
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MARINA DEL REY SEGMENT
(1) Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment - Construction of the proposed (3,200-foot-long)
Marquesas Way/Via Marina Alignment, including open-trench construction zone, tunneling shaft sites,
and maintenance holes would produce temporary localized impacts on the transportation system for a
period of up to 3 weeks around each active open-trench zone and up to 2 months around the tunnel-boring
jacking and extraction shafts, all between the start (year 2008) and end (year 2010) of construction. The
temporary localized impacts on the transportation system would involve the combined effects of
additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on certain roadways, leading to reductions in
roadway capacity.
During the construction of the Marquesas Way, alignment that begins at the VPP on Hurricane Street
crosses under the Grand Canal and proceeds along Marquesas Way before turning southeast on Via
Marina. Jacking will be performed at two optional launching sites and one extraction site. The extraction
shaft (receiving) site is located on the northeast corner of the VPP property just west of the Grand Canal.
The potential construction equipment laydown zone for this site would be on vacant land across from the
VPP opposite Hurricane Street. One of the proposed shaft sites is located at the southwest corner of the
intersection of Via Marina and Marquesas Way, and the alternative shaft site would be located on
Marquesas Way adjacent to the raised triangle island at the intersection of Via Dolce and Marquesas
Way. The raised island would also be the potential laydown zone for the two optional shaft sites east of
the Grand Canal. If the shaft site adjacent to Via Marina were used, temporary closure of the eastbound
right-turn only lane on Marquesas Way and the outer southbound lane on Via Marina south of the
Marquesas Way would be necessary. Vehicles on Marquesas Way intending to make eastbound right-turn
maneuvers would have to make wide turning movements to go around the shaft site to travel southbound
on Via Marina. Alternatively, if the shaft site adjacent to Via Dolce were used, temporary closure of the
eastbound travel lane on Marquesas Way between Via Dolce and Via Marina would be necessary to allow
for jacking activities across the Grand Canal and the open-trench activities on Marquesas Way between
the jacking site and the Via Marina alignment. To minimize the impact of closing Marquesas Way, the
jacking method could be applied underneath the intersection to avoid blocking the northbound movement
on Via Dolce at the intersection of Via Dolce and Marquesas Way. Otherwise, northbound traffic on Via
Dolce would need to detour to travel through Tahiti Way or another parallel east-west roadway and use
Via Marina to reach Marquesas Way.
Also, pedestrian access would be impacted at Via
Marina/Marquesas Way because of the temporary closure of the west and south legs of the pedestrian
crosswalks. With any shaft site, however, the tunneling or open-trench activities for the Marquesas Way
alignment would be temporary in nature and are expected to be completed during a period of up to two
months. None of the shaft sites under consideration would result in the loss of on-street or off-street
parking.
During the construction of the Marquesas Way, alignment that begins at the VPP on Hurricane Street
crosses under the Grand Canal and proceeds along Marquesas Way before turning southeast on Via
Marina. Jacking will be performed at two optional launching sites and one extraction site. The extraction
shaft (receiving) site is located on the northeast corner of the VPP property just west of the Grand Canal.
The potential construction equipment laydown zone for this site would be on vacant land across from the
VPP opposite Hurricane Street. One of the proposed shaft sites is located at the southwest corner of the
intersection of Via Marina and Marquesas Way, and the alternative shaft site would be located on
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Marquesas Way adjacent to the raised triangle island at the intersection of Via Dolce and Marquesas
Way. The raised island would also be the potential laydown zone for the two optional shaft sites east of
the Grand Canal. If the shaft site adjacent to Via Marina were used, temporary closure of the eastbound
right-turn only lane on Marquesas Way and the outer southbound lane on Via Marina south of the
Marquesas Way would be necessary. Vehicles on Marquesas Way intending to make eastbound right-turn
maneuvers would have to make wide turning movements to go around the shaft site to travel southbound
on Via Marina. Alternatively, if the shaft site adjacent to Via Dolce were used, temporary closure of the
eastbound travel lane on Marquesas Way between Via Dolce and Via Marina would be necessary to allow
for jacking activities across the Grand Canal and the open-trench activities on Marquesas Way between
the jacking site and the Via Marina alignment. To minimize the impact of closing Marquesas Way, the
jacking method could be applied underneath the intersection to avoid blocking the northbound movement
on Via Dolce at the intersection of Via Dolce and Marquesas Way. Otherwise, northbound traffic on Via
Dolce would need to detour to travel through Tahiti Way or another parallel east-west roadway and use
Via Marina to reach Marquesas Way.
Also, pedestrian access would be impacted at Via
Marina/Marquesas Way because of the temporary closure of the west and south legs of the pedestrian
crosswalks. With any shaft site, however, the tunneling or open-trench activities for the Marquesas Way
alignment would be temporary in nature and are expected to be completed during a period of up to 2
months. None of the shaft sites under consideration would result in the loss of on-street or off-street
parking.
During the construction of the Via Marina alignment from Marquesas Way to the tunnel-boring shaft site
at the end of Via Marina adjacent to Aubrey Austin Memorial Park, open-trench techniques performed by
a second construction team are assumed. Temporary closure of the outer southbound lane on Via Marina
would be necessary to provide space for the open-trench construction zone during the 3-week cycle at any
time between years 2008 and 2010. The open-trench construction of this Via Marina segment could
temporarily affect the transit system by requiring the relocation of transit bus stops in the vicinity of the
c
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for MTA Lines 108 and 358 and LADOT Commuter Express Line 437. Since no street parking is present
on this Via Marina segment, no parking loss would be expected due to the closure of the southbound lane.
Increased safety risks for vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians could result from construction activities
within or adjacent to streets. Local pedestrian or vehicular access for residences and businesses
immediately adjacent to the open-trench construction would be restricted between 9 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.,
but would be maintained with a metal cover or other replacement to provide access to these properties
outside of active construction hours during the temporary construction period of up to 3 weeks.
During the construction of the 1,800-foot tunnel-boring section that crosses under the marina entrance
channel and the Ballona Creek channel, the receiving shaft site would be located on a vacant site and the
sidewalk adjacent to the end of southbound lane on Via Marina. The potential construction equipment
laydown zone for this site would be located on the existing parking lot and would temporarily displace
approximately 24 parking spaces, leading to increased competition for available beach parking and
affecting pedestrian movement to the waterfront at the marina entrance for up to 2 months.
It was assumed that the entire Marquesas Way/Via Marina alignment would be performed simultaneously
by two teams of construction workers (for trench and tunneling) as the worst-case scenario, resulting in
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peak trip generation estimates of 45 worker trips and no construction truck trips during the morning and
afternoon peak hour. The projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction of the
Marquesas/Via Marina alignment for the nine analyzed intersections and 23 analyzed roadway segments
are identified in Appendix E. Project trips generated by the construction of the entire Marquesas
Way/Via Marina alignment in combination with either of the two Playa Del Rey alignments would not
result in an adverse impact at any of the four study intersections north of the Marina Del Rey Channel in
Marina Del Rey, but could occur at Via Marina south of Tahiti Way (one of the 23 analyzed roadway
segments) in Marina Del Rey with a southbound lane closure.
(2) Pacific Avenue Alignment – Construction of the proposed (3,000-foot-long) Pacific Avenue
alignment would be similar to that described above for the Marquesas Way/Via Marina alignment and
would involve both the open-trench construction and tunnel-boring. The temporary localized impacts on
the transportation system would occur due to the combined effects of additional construction traffic and
closure of travel lanes on roadways, leading to reductions in roadway capacity.
The open-trench method would be performed to construct the Pacific Avenue alignment in Marina Del
Rey, beginning at the VPP on Hurricane Street, proceeding west to Pacific Avenue, and turning south and
proceeding along Pacific Avenue and ending at the receiving shaft for the tunnel-boring construction at
the southern end of Pacific Avenue on vacant land west of the Los Angles County parking lot. The
potential equipment laydown area will be located in the vacant land across from the VPP and on the beach
area south of the least tern area. Hurricane Street is 36 feet wide from curb to curb with street parking
and residential neighborhoods on both sides. Pacific Avenue is 42 feet wide from curb to curb with one
lane in each direction, and street parking is only allowed on the west side (southbound) of this roadway.
A construction zone 1,000 feet long and 8 feet wide would include all of Hurricane Street east of Pacific
Avenue and approximately four blocks of Pacific Avenue on the north side of the channel at any time
during the 3-week cycle. During construction, two-way traffic could be maintained along Hurricane
Street by displacing parking along Hurricane Street (approximately 17 spaces on the north side and 10
spaces on the south side) and northbound traffic would be detoured to Speedway Avenue where
necessary. One-way traffic would be maintained along the west side of Pacific Avenue (southbound
movement). Temporary closure of the northbound lane on Pacific Avenue would require northbound
traffic to use Outrigger Street or another parallel east-west roadway to reach Speedway Avenue.
To minimize the impact of closing the northbound lane of Pacific Avenue, it is assumed that the jacking
method would be used to construct the 100-foot segment at the end of Pacific Avenue to avoid blocking
traffic flow and transit buses traveling between Via Marina and Pacific Avenue. The open-trench
construction of the Pacific Avenue segment could temporarily affect the transit system by requiring the
relocation of transit bus stops on Pacific Avenue northbound in the immediate vicinity of the construction
areas. Since no street parking is allowed on the east side of Pacific Avenue, no parking loss would be
expected due to the closure of the northbound lane for four blocks at a time on Pacific Avenue. In
addition, Pacific Avenue is designated a Class II Bikeway by the City of Los Angeles. Increased safety
risks for vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians could result from open-trench construction activities within
or adjacent to streets. Pedestrian access to the bridge across Ballona Lagoon at Lighthouse Street would
also be affected during the daytime construction period. Local access to residences and businesses on the
east side of Pacific Avenue and the pedestrian bridge across the Ballona Lagoon would be maintained in
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the same manner as described in the Marquesas Way/Via Marina alignment during the temporary
construction period of up to 3 weeks for each construction segment.
Like the development of Project trip generation estimates, as described in the Marquesas Way/Via Marina
alignment, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction of the Pacific Avenue for
the nine analyzed intersections and the 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified in Appendix E.
During construction of the Pacific Avenue alignment in combination with either of the two Playa Del Rey
alignments, construction-period adverse impacts would not result in an adverse impact at any of the four
study intersections north of the Marina Del Rey Channel in Marina Del Rey, but could occur on 2 of the
15 analyzed roadways in the Marina Del Rey area:
 Pacific Avenue between Privateer Street and Quarterdeck Street; and
 Pacific Avenue between Westwind Street and Yawl Street.

(3) Venice Beach/North Dockweiler Beach Alignment - Construction of the proposed (3,300-foot-long)
North Dockweiler Beach alignment would be similar to that described above for the other two project
alignments in the Marina Del Rey area, involving both open-trench and tunnel-boring construction
methods. The temporary localized impacts on the transportation system would occur due the combined
effects of additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on roadways, leading to reductions in
roadway capacity.
The open-trench method would be used to construct the North Dockweiler Beach alignment beginning
from the VPP on Hurricane Street, proceeding west to the existing 20-foot-wide sewer easement on
Venice and Dockweiler beaches, then turning south and ending at the beach shaft for the tunnel-boring
construction at the waterfront of Marina Del Rey Channel. The equipment laydown area would be
adjacent to this shaft on the beach area. Hurricane Street is 36 feet wide from curb to curb, with street
parking and residential neighborhoods on both sides. A construction zone 1,000 feet long and 8 feet wide
would include all of Hurricane Street west of the Grand Canal. During construction, two-way traffic
could be maintained along Hurricane Street by displacing the parking along Hurricane Street.
Approximately 17 unmarked spaces on the north side and 10 spaces on the south side of Hurricane Street
are available east of Pacific Avenue, while 11 spaces on the north side and 5 spaces on the south side of
Hurricane Street are available between Pacific Avenue and Oceanfront Walk. During the construction of
the open cut-and-cover section across the intersection of Hurricane Street and Pacific Avenue or the
intersection of Hurricane Street and Speedway Avenue, traffic would be diverted to either Galleon Street
or Ironsides Street and return to Pacific Avenue or Speedway Avenue when either of the intersections is
closed. Given the construction speed of 40 feet per day, however, the traffic diversion would be brief and
would only occur during the off-peak daytime period.
Non-motorized transportation would be temporarily affected by construction on Hurricane Street.
Temporary relocation of bus stops at the northwest and northeast corner of the Pacific Avenue/Hurricane
Street intersection would be required for MTA Lines 108 and 358 and LADOT Commuter Express Line
437. Pedestrian and bike movement in the vicinity would also be affected by construction on Hurricane
Street. Construction of the beach alignment would have possible conflicts with the walking path adjacent
to the jacking pit at the oceanfront. Local access to residences and businesses on Hurricane Street could
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be maintained in the same manner as described in the Marquesas Way/Via Marina alignment during the
construction period.
Similar to the development of Project trip generation estimates, as described in the other two alternative
Marina Del Rey alignments, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction of the
beach alignment for the nine analyzed intersections and the 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified
in Appendix E. Construction of the entire North Dockweiler Beach alignment in combination with either
of the two Playa Del Rey alignments would not result in adverse construction-period impacts at any of the
analyzed study intersections or roadway segments north of the Marina Del Rey Channel in Marina Del
Rey.
CHANNEL SEGMENT
The Marina Del Rey and Ballona Creek channels would be crossed using the tunnel-boring method. For
any combination of north and south alignments, the launching shaft would be on the southern shore of the
channel, while the receiving shaft would be located on the northern shore. Depending on which
combination of north and south alignments is selected, the channel crossing would be about 1,300-1,900
feet long. As the tunnel-boring would occur at the same time as the open-trench construction, a discussion
of the Project impacts for the channel segments is included in the discussion above and in the following
discussion of the two Project alignment alternatives in the Playa Del Rey segment.
PLAYA DEL REY SEGMENT
(1) Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar Alignment –Construction of the proposed 4,400-foot Pacific
Avenue/Vista Del Mar alignment would be similar to that of the Pacific Avenue alignment and would
involve both open-trench construction and tunnel-boring. Temporary localized impacts on the
transportation system would occur as a result of a reduction in roadway capacity due to construction
traffic and the closure of roadway travel lanes.
The open-trench method would be used to construct the Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar alignment
beginning from tunnel-boring shaft on the south shore of the Ballona Creek channel, continuing south
along Pacific Avenue and Vista Del Mar to a junction structure at Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street.
The potential equipment laydown area would be immediately adjacent to the shaft on 62nd Avenue and
the public parking lot east of Pacific Avenue. A portion of the open-trench segment would occur across
this laydown area. Therefore, during the tunnel-boring and open-trench construction, 62nd Avenue east
of Pacific Avenue would be temporarily closed and would result in the temporary loss of approximately
15 parking spaces in the public parking lot. Non-motorized transportation would be temporarily affected
by establishment of the laydown area of the tunnel-boring construction. Pedestrian pathways to Back Bay
Place and the Del Rey Lagoon waterfront would need to be diverted around the construction laydown
area.
Pacific Avenue north of 66th Avenue is approximately 40 feet wide from curb to curb with one lane in
each direction and street parking available on both sides of the street. A construction zone 1,000 feet long
and 8 feet wide would affect the Pacific Avenue segment north of 66th Avenue for a period of up to 3
weeks. Two-way traffic on Pacific Avenue could be maintained by temporarily displacing approximately
13 unmarked spaces on the east side of Pacific Avenue. An alternative arrangement could maintain oneT:\2005\29401783\Venice Draft EIR 1-25-06
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way traffic along the west side of Pacific Avenue (southbound movement), controlled by diverting
northbound traffic to the alley that runs parallel to and west of Pacific Avenue north of 66th Avenue.
Temporary closure of the northbound lane of Pacific Avenue would require diverting the northbound
traffic on Pacific Avenue to use 63rd Avenue or another parallel east-west roadway to reach the alley.
During the in-street construction on Pacific Avenue between 66th Avenue and at the public parking lot
north of Convoy Street, temporary removal of street parking from one or both sides of the street would be
required to allow two-way traffic to safely travel through this segment of Pacific Avenue. Approximately
two parking spaces on the west side and four parking spaces on the east side are available.
South of 66th Avenue, Pacific Avenue widens from approximately 40 feet to over 80 feet, which along
Convoy Street, allows maneuvering in and out of 35 parking stalls. Pacific Avenue narrows back to 40
feet south of Convoy Street, and then flares out when intersecting with Culver Boulevard. During the instreet construction on Pacific Avenue between 66th Avenue and Culver Boulevard, temporary removal of
street parking on one side of the would be required to allow two-way traffic to safely travel through this
segment of Pacific Avenue. Approximately 37 unmarked spaces on the west side and 35 spaces and 4
unmarked spaces on the east side are available for parking. Also, temporary removal of the northbound
lane on the short route of Pacific Avenue between Culver Boulevard and Vista Del Mar (also known as
Trolley Place) would be needed for construction for up to 3 weeks. Traffic on Vista Del Mar intending to
use this short segment would be detoured to the adjacent segment of Culver Boulevard.
During the construction of the open cut-and-cover section across the intersection of Culver Boulevard and
Pacific Avenue, traffic on Culver Boulevard would be diverted to use Esplanade and Convoy streets to
reach the Pacific Avenue segment north of Culver Boulevard. Traffic on Pacific Avenue southbound
would be detoured to use the intersection of Vista Del Mar and Pacific Avenue. Similarly, during the
open cut-and-cover section across the intersection of Pacific Avenue and Vista Del Mar, traffic on Vista
Del Mar could be detoured to use Pacific Avenue and Culver Boulevard to avoid the construction zone.
To minimize the impact of cut-and-cover construction across a major intersection like Culver/Pacific or
Vista Del Mar/Pacific, the underground jacking method could be used to construct the 100-foot alignment
to avoid diverting traffic traveling through the intersections. All the traffic diversion, however, would be
temporary in nature and would only occur for a period of up to 3 weeks.
Finally, during the open-trench construction on Vista Del Mar or during the connection with the existing
junction structure on Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street, temporary closure of the outer northbound
lane on Vista Del Mar would be required for 1,000 feet at any time during the 3-week cycle. No
relocation of transit stops would be required during the construction of the Pacific Avenue/Vista Del Mar
alignment.
Similar to the development of Project trip generation estimates described in the other Playa Del Rey
alignment, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction of the Pacific Avenue/Vista
Del Mar alignment for the 9 analyzed intersections and 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified in
Appendix E. Construction of the entire Pacific Avenue alignment in combination with any of the three
Marina Del Rey alignments would not result in an adverse impact at any of the study intersections south
of the Ballona Creek Channel in Playa Del Rey, but could occur on two of the eight analyzed roadways in
the Playa Del Rey area:
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 Vista Del Mar from Pacific Avenue to Surf Street; and
 Pacific Avenue from 63rd Avenue to 64th Avenue.

(2) South Dockweiler Beach Alignment –Construction of the proposed 4,200-foot South Dockweiler
Beach alignment would be similar to that described above for the North Dockweiler Beach alignment in
the Marina Del Rey area, involving both open-trench and tunnel-boring construction methods. The
temporary localized impacts on the transportation system would occur due the combined effects of
additional construction traffic and closure of travel lanes on roadways, leading to reductions in roadway
capacity.
The open-trench method would be performed to construct the South Dockweiler Beach alignment
beginning from tunnel-boring shaft on the south shore of the Ballona Creek Channel, continuing within
the existing 20-foot-wide sewer easement to a junction structure in Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street.
The potential equipment laydown area would be adjacent to the shaft on 62nd Avenue and parking lot
west of Pacific Avenue. Therefore, during the tunnel-boring construction, 62nd Avenue west of Pacific
Avenue would be temporarily closed and would result in temporary loss of approximately 36 parking
spaces for up to 2 months. Non-motorized transportation would be temporarily affected by the laydown
area of the tunnel-boring construction. Diversion of pedestrians and cyclists on the Ballona Creek Bike
Path would be required to avoid the construction laydown area and the cut-and-cover trenching section on
the beach. During the open-trench construction when connecting the beach alignment with the existing
junction structure on Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street, travel lanes in each direction on Vista Del
Mar could be maintained by temporarily displacing on-street parking on Vista Del Mar between
Waterview Street and Napoleon Street (nine metered spaces on the west side and one metered space on
the east side). No relocation of transit stops would be required during the construction of the South
Dockweiler Beach alignment.
Like the development of Project trip generation estimates, as described in the other Playa Del Rey
alignment, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction of the South Dockweiler
Beach alignment for the 9 analyzed intersections and 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified in
Appendix E. Construction of the entire South Dockweiler Beach alignment in combination with any of
the three Marina Del Rey alignments would not result in adverse construction-period impacts at any of the
analyzed study intersections or roadway segments south of the Ballona Creek Channel in Playa Del Rey.
CONTINUOUS (FULL-LENGTH) TUNNEL ALIGNMENTS
(1) Dockweiler Beach –Construction of the first full-length large-tunnel alternative via Dockweiler
Beach would be excavated (mined) with a TBM to connect the VPP and the existing junction structure on
Vista Del Mar near Waterview Street directly. Two short cut-and-cover open-trench connectors are
proposed at the north end along Hurricane Street to connect the VPP with the TBM-extraction shaft site
on Venice Beach and at the south end to connect the single (starter) beach shaft located outside of
residential areas west of Vista Del Mar with the junction structure near Waterview Street.
Project impacts of the cut-and-cover section would result in same localized impacts on the vehicular and
non-motorized transportation on Hurricane Street west of Grand Canal, as described in the North
Dockweiler Beach alignment above for the Marina Del Rey alignment alternatives. As indicated, street
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parking on Hurricane Street would be displaced to provide two-way traffic along Hurricane Street. During
the construction of the open cut-and-cover section across the intersection of Hurricane Street and Pacific
Avenue or the intersection of Hurricane Street and Speedway Avenue, traffic would be diverted to either
Galleon Street or Ironsides Street and return to Pacific Avenue or Speedway Avenue when either of the
intersections is closed. Temporary relocation of bus stops at the northwest and northeast corner of the
Pacific Avenue/Hurricane Street intersection would be necessary. Local access to residences and
businesses on Hurricane Street would be restricted during construction hours. In addition, during the cutand-cover construction when connecting the beach shaft with the existing junction structure on Vista Del
Mar near Waterview Street, two travel lanes in each direction on Vista Del Mar could be maintained by
temporarily displacing parking on Vista Del Mar between Waterview Street and Napoleon Street
(nine metered spaces on the west side and one metered space on the east side).
Given the Project trip generation estimates and distribution, as described in the previous discussions of
construction assumptions, the construction traffic volumes generated by this full-length Dockweiler
Beach alignment and future traffic volumes with construction traffic for this beach alignment could be
developed, as illustrated in Appendix E. The projected incremental change in V/C ratio during
construction for the 9 analyzed intersections and 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified in
Appendix E. Construction traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel
construction and the cut-and-cover activities on both ends of the alignment would result in adverse
construction-period impacts at two of the nine analyzed study intersections and 1 of the 23 study
segments:
 Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard
 Nicholson Street at Culver Boulevard
 Culver Boulevard east of Nicholson Street (p.m. peak hour)

(2) Dockweiler Beach to LAX Shaft –Construction of the second full-length, large-tunnel alternative
via Dockweiler Beach would involve the use of a TBM to connect the VPP and starter shaft on LAX
property east of Vista Del Mar and south of Waterview Street. Only one short cut-and-cover open-trench
connector is proposed at the north end along Hurricane Street to connect the VPP with the TBMextraction shaft site on Venice Beach.
Project impacts of the cut-and-cover section would result in same localized impacts on the vehicular and
non-motorized transportation on Hurricane Street west of Grand Canal, as described in the previous fulllength, large-tunnel alternative beneath Dockweiler Beach. Localized impacts would occur on the nonmotorized transportation system under this alternative in the vicinity of the of the Hurricane Street cutand-cover segment. Like the development of Project construction traffic volumes and future Project
traffic volumes described in the other tunnel alignments, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio
during construction for the 9 analyzed intersections, and the 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified
in Appendix E. Construction traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel
construction and the cut-and-cover activities on Hurricane Street would not adversely impact any of the
study roadway segments but would result in an adverse impact at one of the nine analyzed study
intersections:
 Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard (p.m. peak hour)
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(3) Venice Pumping Plant to LAX Shaft via Dockweiler Beach –Construction of the third full-length,
large-tunnel alternative via Dockweiler Beach would involve the use of a TBM to connect the VPP and
the starter shaft on LAX property east of Vista Del Mar and south of Waterview Street directly. Since
most of the tunnel construction would avoid in-street activities, no localized impacts would occur on the
non-motorized transportation system during the large worker-entry tunneling beneath the beach. Like the
development of project construction traffic volumes and future Project traffic volumes as described in the
other tunnel alignments, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction for the 9
analyzed intersections and 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified in Appendix E. Construction
traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel construction would not adversely
impact any of the study roadway segments but would result in an adverse impact at one of the nine
analyzed study intersections:
 Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard (p.m. peak hour)

(4) Venice Pumping Plant to LAX Shaft via Inland Route –Construction of the fourth full-length
large-tunnel alternative via the inland area of Dockweiler Beach would involve TBM to connect the VPP
and the starter shaft on LAX property east of Vista Del Mar and south of Waterview Street directly.
Since most of the tunnel construction would avoid in-street activities, no localized impacts would occur
on the non-motorized transportation system during the large man-entry tunneling beneath the beach. Like
the development of Project construction traffic volumes and future Project traffic volumes as described in
the other tunnel alignments, the projected incremental change in V/C ratio during construction for the
9 analyzed intersections and 23 analyzed roadway segments are identified in Appendix E. Construction
traffic (both worker and truck trips) generated from both the tunnel construction would not adversely
impact any of the study roadway segments but would result in an adverse impact at one of the
nine analyzed study intersections:
 Pacific Avenue at Washington Boulevard (p.m. peak hour)

CONSTRUCTION ALTERNATIVES
(1) Cut-and-Cover Construction –A discussion of the project impacts due to the cut-and-cover
construction method is included above for each of the three project alignment alternatives in the Marina
Del Rey area and for each of the two Project alignment alternatives in the Playa Del Rey area. This
method would be used in conjunction with the tunnel-boring method in several Project alternatives and
would result in greater circulation impacts than the large-diameter tunneling alternatives.
(2) Tunnel-boring –A discussion of the Project impacts due to the tunnel-boring construction method is
included above for each of the three Project alignment alternatives in the Marina Del Rey area and for
each of the two Project alignment alternatives in the Playa Del Rey area. This method would be used in
conjunction with the cut-and-cover method in several Project alternatives and would result in greater
circulation impacts than the large-diameter tunneling alternatives.
(3) Large-Diameter Tunneling –A discussion of the Project impacts due to the use of large-diameter
tunneling is included in the alternatives above for each of the four proposed larger tunnel alignment
alternatives. These alternatives would result in fewer circulation impacts than those employing cut-andcover and tunnel-boring methods.
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Table 5.4-3 summarizes the results of the analysis discussed in Section 5.4.3. Based on this analysis, the
project alternatives are not expected to result in significant impacts to the transportation system upon
completion of the proposed sewer facilities. The construction of the sewer facilities, however, could result
in temporary adverse traffic and parking impacts, the introduction of temporary bicycle, pedestrian, or
vehicular safety hazards and the temporary relocation of access points to public transit.
During the various construction phases of each project alignment, travel by construction workers and
truck hauling of supplies and disposal would generate trips on the regional and local transportation system
surrounding each construction shaft site or zone. These trips would represent temporary increases during
defined phases of construction and, upon completion of construction, would cease. Adverse short-term
impacts, as shown in Table 5.4-3 could result, but because they would be of limited-duration, they are not
considered to be significant.
In addition, temporary lane closure due to open-trench construction activities for the six Project
combinations of Marina Del Rey and Playa Del Rey alignment alternatives and the short open-and-cut
section for the Dockweiler Beach full-length tunnel alternative and the Dockweiler Beach –LAX Shaft
full-length alternative would result in adverse impacts on up to four affected streets. Surface construction,
however, would result in only temporary transportation impacts, which while adverse, would not be
considered significant.
Similarly, during the construction period at locations where construction activity would occur within
public street ROW or in areas accessible to the public (i.e., locations other than within the site of the
VPP), increased safety risks to vehicles, bicyclists and pedestrians could result from open-trench
construction activities within or adjacent to affected sites due to narrowed lanes, altered travel patterns,
and temporarily obstructed sidewalks. Adverse short-term impacts could result but, because they would
be of limited duration, they are not considered to be significant for any of the 10 project alignment
alternatives.
Finally, as shown Table 5.4-3, construction of 8 of the 10 proposed alignment alternatives involving the
open-trench method and tunnel-boring method would result in temporary loss of parking spaces either at
the public parking lot adjacent to the channel or at on-street locations. This would be considered adverse,
but not significant due to the temporary nature of the impacts.

5.4.4

Mitigation Measures

Proposed mitigation consists of the following measures to reduce the temporary adverse impacts
associated with construction-period activity in the vicinity of each construction shaft site or construction
zone. The implementation of the following mitigation measures would reduce the Project
traffic/transportation impacts for all Project alignment alternatives to a less than significant level.
For all construction sites, TRA-1 would apply.
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Table 5.4-3 Project Alignment Alternative Impact Summary
Project Alignment
Alternatives

Traffic V/C increase

Transportation
Safety

Parking

Open-trench and Tunnel-boring Alternatives
Marquesas Way/
Via Marina Pacific Avenue

Potentially adverse Impacts during construction Potentially adverse
at three analyzed locations:
impacts during
construction
Via Marina (SB) South of Tahiti Way (p.m.)
Pacific Av (SB) from 63rd Av to 64th Av
(a.m./p.m.)
Vista Del Mar (NB) from Pacific Av to Surf St
(a.m./p.m.)

Potentially adverse impacts during
construction on Hurricane Street east
of Pacific Avenue, at the two tunnelboring sites across the marina
entrance channel and Ballona Creek
Channel, and Pacific Avenue between
62nd Avenue and Vista Del Mar

Marquesas
Way/Via Marina South Dockweiler
Beach

Potentially adverse impact during construction
at one analyzed location:
Via Marina (SB) South of Tahiti Way (p.m.)

Potentially adverse Potentially adverse impacts during
impacts during
construction on Hurricane Street east
construction
of Pacific Avenue and at the two
tunnel-boring sites across the marina
entrance channel and Ballona Creek
Channel

Pacific Avenue

Potentially adverse impact during construction
at four analyzed locations:
Pacific Av (NB) from Privateer St to
Quarterdeck St (a.m./p.m.)
Pacific Av (NB) from Westwind St to Yawl St
(a.m./p.m.)
Pacific Av (SB) from 63rd Av to 64th Av
(a.m./p.m.)
Vista Del Mar (NB) from Pacific Av to Surf St
(a.m./p.m.)

Potentially adverse Potentially adverse impacts during
impacts during
construction on Hurricane Street east
construction
of Pacific Avenue, at the tunnel-boring
site adjacent to Ballona Creek
Channel, and Pacific Avenue between
62nd Avenue and Vista Del Mar

Pacific Avenue South Dockweiler
Beach

Potentially adverse impact during construction
at two analyzed locations:
Pacific Av (NB) from Privateer St to
Quarterdeck St (a.m./p.m.)
Pacific Av (NB) from Westwind St to Yawl St
(a.m./p.m.)

Potentially adverse Potentially averse impacts during
impacts during
construction on Hurricane Street east
construction
of Pacific Avenue and at the tunnelboring site adjacent to Ballona Creek
Channel

Dockweiler Beach Potentially adverse impact during construction
- Pacific Avenue
at two analyzed locations:
Pacific Av (SB) from 63rd Av to 64th Av
(a.m./p.m.)
Vista Del Mar (NB) from Pacific Av to Surf St
(a.m./p.m.)

Potentially adverse Potentially adverse impacts during
impacts during
construction Hurricane Street west of
construction
Grand Canal, at the tunnel-boring site
adjacent to Ballona Creek Channel,
and Pacific Avenue between 62nd
Avenue and Vista Del Mar

Dockweiler Beach None during construction

Potentially adverse Potentially adverse impacts during
impacts during
construction on Hurricane Street west
construction
of Grand Canal and at the tunnelboring site adjacent to Ballona Creek
Channel

Full Length (Mined) Large-tunnel Alternatives
Dockweiler Beach Potentially adverse impact during construction
at three analyzed locations:
Pacific Av& Washington Bl (p.m.)
Nicholson St & Culver Bl (p.m.)
Culver Bl east of Nicholson St (p.m.)

Potentially adverse Potentially adverse impacts during
impacts during
construction during construction on
construction
Hurricane Street west of Grand Canal

Dockweiler Beach Potentially adverse impact during construction
Shaft to LAX Shaft at one analyzed location:
Pacific Av & Washington Bl (p.m.)

Potentially adverse Potentially adverse impacts during
impacts during
construction on Hurricane Street west
construction
of Grand Canal

VPP to LAX Shaft Potentially adverse impact during construction
via Dockweiler
at one analyzed location:
Beach
Pacific Av & Washington Bl (p.m.)

None during
construction

None during construction

VPP to LAX Shaft Potentially adverse impact during construction
via Inland
at one analyzed location:
Pacific Av & Washington Bl (p.m.)

None during
construction

None during construction

Source: Kaku Associates, Inc.
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TRA-1 For each construction site, a construction traffic management plan shall be prepared and
submitted to the City Department of Transportation for review and approval prior to the start of any
construction work. This plan shall include such elements as the designation of haul routes for
construction-related trucks, the location of access to the construction site, any driveway turning
movement restrictions, temporary traffic control devices or flagmen, travel time restrictions for
construction-related traffic to avoid peak travel periods on selected roadways, and designated staging and
parking areas for workers and equipment.
Where construction would occur within a public street ROW, including during the open-trench
construction activities for all six combinations of Marina Del Rey and Playa Del Rey alignment
alternatives and at the short cut-and-cover portion on both ends of the two full-length tunnel alternatives
(Dockweiler Beach alignment and Dockweiler Beach to LAX Shaft alignment), the following mitigation
measures would also apply:
TRA-2 A site-specific construction work site traffic control plan shall be prepared for each
construction site and submitted to the LADOT for review and approval prior to the start of any
construction work. This plan shall include such elements as the location of any lane closures, restricted
hours during which lane closures would not be allowed, local traffic detours, protective devices and
traffic controls (such as barricades, cones, flagmen, lights, warning beacons, temporary traffic signals,
warning signs), access to abutting properties, and provisions to maintain emergency access through
construction work areas.
TRA-3 Fully utilize available street space to minimize lane reductions on affected streets, including
elimination of on-street parking where necessary. Implement left-turn restrictions as appropriate on
restriped street segments to facilitate the movement of through traffic. Only eliminate travel lanes when
absolutely necessary.
TRA-4 Provide signage indicating alternative pedestrian and bicycle access routes where existing
facilities would be affected.
TRA-5 Provide advance notice to any affected residents, businesses and property owners in the vicinity
of each construction site and, where existing property access will be reduced, identify alternative means
of access.
TRA-6 Coordinate with emergency service providers (police, fire, ambulance and paramedic services)
to provide advance notice of any lane closures, construction hours and changes to local access and to
identify alternative routes where appropriate.
TRA-7 Coordinate with pubic transit providers (MTA, LADOT Commuter Express, Culver City Bus)
to provide advance notice of any lane closures, construction hours and, where necessary, to identify sites
for temporary bus stops within a reasonable walking distance of any displaced bus stops.

5.4.5

Unavoidable Adverse Impacts

In-street construction associated with each of the Project alternatives could result in adverse traffic and
parking impacts in the immediate vicinity of each active construction site leading to localized congestion
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and increased competition for available parking. Because these impacts would be of limited duration,
however, they are considered to be less than significant. No feasible mitigation measures have been
identified to reduce these temporary impacts to a less than significant level.

5.4.6

Cumulative and Secondary Impacts

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
The traffic analysis above provides projections of future traffic growth by increasing background traffic
by CMP-derived annual percentages and by adding development. The addition of background growth
over time approximates traffic from development that is expected to occur under the General Plan and
other jurisdictional plans and growth projections; consequently, the traffic analysis is therefore a
cumulative evaluation. Operation of the proposed Project after the completion of the sewer line would
result in periodic vehicle trips associated with inspection and maintenance activities that would generate
negligible traffic volumes over the life of the Project. Since the construction traffic would be temporary in
nature and would cease after the completion of the Project, none of the proposed 10 project alignment
alternatives would result in substantial contribution to cumulative traffic impacts. In addition, in-street
construction in the city and other jurisdictions requires permits for the regulating transportation agency.
These agencies require the preparation of traffic control plans for in-street construction and require certain
practices to be incorporated into the plans for implementation to maintain traffic flow and accommodate
emergency response vehicles. The preparation of such traffic control plans would ensure that
construction-related traffic impacts do not represent a substantial contribution to cumulative traffic
impacts no matter which Project alternative alignment is chosen.
Construction could temporarily reduce parking in the vicinity of construction zones, but such reductions
are not considered significant. None of the other related projects are expected to result in construction that
could affect the same Project construction areas at the same time; consequently, significant cumulative
parking impacts during construction are not anticipated.
SECONDARY IMPACTS
If the avoidance and minimization measures above were implemented successfully, no secondary parking,
traffic or safety hazard would be associated with any of the proposed Project alternative alignments.
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